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INFORMATION SHEET 
Focusing on emergency-related applications, the EU-funded AURORA project (Safe Urban Air Mobility For 
European Citizens) will develop artificially intelligent, urban autonomous flight solutions for Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) and self-piloting passenger-carrying VTOL (Vertical Take-Off and Landing) aircraft.  
AURORA also aims to have a direct impact on building knowledge and public acceptance within society 
for introducing UAM at urban, suburban and peri-urban level, aligned with evolutionary development of 
smart city multimodal mobility.  
 
To achieve this, we will bring together different UAM stakeholders in workshops that will promote debate 
and foster co-creation of meaningful services that answer to real needs.  
 

More about AURORA 
AURORA (sAfe Urban aiR mObility for euRopeAn citizens) is an EU-funded project (H2020-MG-3-6-2020 
Research and Innovation Action “Towards sustainable urban air mobility”) that will develop and integrate 
safety-critical technologies to support autonomous flight UAM in urban environments, focusing its 
demonstrations primarily on emergency-related applications. 
By facilitating the integration of UAM in a safe, secure, quiet and green manner, AURORA proposes to 
pave the way towards smarter cities and pioneering services. AURORA’s unique multidisciplinary 
consortium will not only bring exciting new technological developments, but also ensure that innovation 
in UAM meets the needs of citizens and stakeholders, resulting in services that create added value for 
them. 
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Why am I being invited? 
To foster adoption of UAM, AURORA will involve end-users and relevant stakeholders in all phases of its 
journey. AURORA believes in creating solutions that do not only extend and complement current mobility 
systems, but more importantly have a beneficial impact on people and society. 
Therefore, we made a selection of stakeholders that we believe will be able to add value to the 
discussions and we invite you to join us and provide us with your valuable input. 
 
Your experience is crucial for the AURORA project. As a stakeholder you either represent a group that 
has interest in the project outcomes or that will be impacted by our outcomes. This is why your input is 
so important for us and the reason why we chose to invite you to be part of our community of 
stakeholders. 
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What does it entail to participate? 
You will be asked to participate in different activities (mainly stakeholder workshops and interviews) 
throughout the project (2020-2023). These will be conducted by the European Passengers' Federation 
(EPF) and their timing and details will be communicated promptly before the events. 
 
This is a voluntary experience and you can withdraw your participation at any time. You can also choose 
to participate only in certain activities. You are free to refuse to answer any questions or provide any 
information. 
 
 

What happens with your input?  
Your input will be used for the project’s research activities and contribute to key technological 
developments on UAM in Europe. It may be used to write articles for peer-reviewed journals and relevant 
industry magazines, for presentations at conferences and workshops, and in the promotion of the 
project in general. 
 
The notes, videos or audio recordings of the sessions will only be used for the research purposes. 
 
We will not link your statements to you or your organisation without your permission. The answers you 
provide during our activities will be referred to the general group of stakeholders and not single out every 
person. If we would like to quote you we will ask your permission first. 
 
The information you provide and recordings will be processed and retained internally for the lifetime of 
the project. After the research ends, it will be either permanently and irrevocably deleted after a 
maximum of 5 years after the project closure. 
 
 

What’s in it for you?  
Besides being able to join a network of peers in UAM and learn from each other’s experience, by 
becoming an AURORA stakeholder you will also get to influence important advances in safety operations 
in UAM and smart city solutions, contribute to the development of regulatory standards on urban air 
mobility and be the first one to know about our exciting technological developments. 


